The Official Safe-Tea Shelter
11 Do you live in an extreme weather hotspot? Do you want
21 your family to be safe, no matter what the weather?
30 Then look no further than the Safe-Tea Shelter. Drink
40 your warm beverage with complete peace of mind as you
48 sit comfortably within thick, corrugated sheets of metal,
56 designed to withstand even the worst of hurricanes.
64 Three heavy-duty locks protect you from the outside
75 world, whilst a state of the art system of vents makes
88 sure that the air you breathe is as fresh as being at the
94 seaside. Buy today to avoid disaster.
102 Limited time promotion: one free box of refreshments
104 per shelter.

Quick Questions
1. What does the word ‘heavy-duty’ tell you about
the locks on the shelter?


2. What is the shelter made out of?

3. Explain why the air in the shelter being ‘as fresh
as being at the seaside’ might appeal to readers.


4. Give one way that the author encourages you to
buy this shelter.
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The Official Safe-Tea Shelter

Answers

11 Do you live in an extreme weather hotspot? Do you want
21 your family to be safe, no matter what the weather?
30 Then look no further than the Safe-Tea Shelter. Drink
40 your warm beverage with complete peace of mind as you
48 sit comfortably within thick, corrugated sheets of metal,
56 designed to withstand even the worst of hurricanes.

1. What does the word ‘heavy-duty’ tell you about
the locks on the shelter?
Accept answers which discuss that the locks
are strong, resilient and can defend against a
lot / they are stronger than an average lock,
etc.

64 Three heavy-duty locks protect you from the outside
75 world, whilst a state of the art system of vents makes
88 sure that the air you breathe is as fresh as being at the
94 seaside. Buy today to avoid disaster.

2. What is the shelter made out of?
Accept: ‘metal’, ‘sheets of metal’ or ‘thick,
corrugated sheets of metal’.

102 Limited time promotion: one free box of refreshments
104 per shelter.

3. Explain why the air in the shelter being ‘as fresh
as being at the seaside’ might appeal to readers.
Accept any reasonable explanation regarding
buyers not wanting the shelter to be stuffy
and that the air at the seaside is as fresh as
possible.
4. Give one way that the author encourages you to
buy this shelter.
Accept any reasonable explanation, such as
‘use of exciting adjectives to describe’, ‘says it
will ‘withstand even the worst of hurricanes’,
‘Limited time promotion offer’, etc.
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